
11:00
-

11:30

Chunky Bargello
Drinks Coaster

 
with Nerrisa Pratt

Get to grips with Bargello in this supersized version of our coaster making workshop. We’ll use super chunky
yarn and 7 count canvas to make a colourful coaster super quick, a perfect home for your favourite mug or

even for a plant pot too. Learn the basics of the stitch and then follow a pattern to complete this simple,
easy to master project. This class is for children or school groups only. 

11:45
-

12:15

Macrame Beaded
Bracelet

 with Zoe Bateman

Learn basic macrame techniques in this beginners workshop, and create your own macrame knotted
beaded bracelets! We will start right from the basics and in no time at all you’ll be knotting like a pro. Choose

from a range of coloured cord and different beads to make your bracelets completely unique. You will
receive enough materials to make two bracelets, one of which you will  complete during the class. This class

is for children or school groups only.

1:30
-

2:00

Needle Felt a Mini
Landscape with

Sheep
 with Delphine

Brooks

Come and make a mini needle felted landscape with cute sheep! By using natural wool fibres and a barbed
needle you will learn the basics of 2D needle felting by pushing the wool fibres through a small piece of

fabric to create a little work of art. This class is for children or school groups only. Children under 12 have to
be accompanied by an adult.

2:15
-

2:45

Make Your Own
Magic Magnet

 
with Delphine

Brooks

You will choose from a mix of different shapes and as if by magic, scratch in your own design to reveal a pop
of colour underneath. You can draw, write or scratch your own design into the surface. You will finish the

piece by adding a self-adhesive magnet to the back and your art work will be ready for display. This class is
for children or school groups only. 

Thursday 3rd March

Please note that children under 12 must be accompanied by an adult.



11:00
-

11:30

Alphabet Letter
Key Rings

 
with Debbie Harris

Learn how to make and create a pretty Alphabet Letter Key Ring using felt, fabric and buttons. You will learn
how to use a simple running stitch to create an amazing pattern as part of your design. Finished off with a

button, these are great to keep or give as presents to your friends and family, imagine being able to say that
you made it yourself! The coordinating ribbon and keyring with clasp means you can attach your keyring to

your bag, clothes, or keys as you leave the class. This class is for children or school groups only. 

2:15
-

2:45

Macrame Beaded
Bracelet

 with Zoe Bateman

Learn basic macrame techniques in this beginners workshop, and create your own macrame knotted beaded
bracelets! We will start right from the basics and in no time at all you’ll be knotting like a pro. Choose from a

range of coloured cord and different beads to make your bracelets completely unique. You will receive enough
materials to make two bracelets, one of which you will  complete during the class. This class is for children or

school groups only.

Friday 4th March



11:00
-

11:30

Rag Rug Brooch
 

with Debbie Harris

Learn how to make a colourful brooch using Debbie’s simple rag-rugging technique. You will learn how to
make fabric strips and weave them to make a pretty design to suit your favourite outfit! Finished off with a

button on the front and a pin on the back, you will be able to leave the class wearing your very own Brooch.
Perfect for making for yourself or to make as a present for your friends and family. This class is for children or

school groups only. 

2:15
-

2:45

Chunky Bargello
Drinks Coaster

 
with Nerrisa Pratt

Get to grips with Bargello in this supersized version of our coaster making workshop. We’ll use super chunky
yarn and 7 count canvas to make a colourful coaster super quick, a perfect home for your favourite mug or

even for a plant pot too. Learn the basics of the stitch and then follow a pattern to complete this simple, easy
to master project. This class is for children or school groups only. 

Saturday 5th March



11:00
-

11:30

Macrame Beaded
Bracelet

 with Zoe Bateman

Learn basic macrame techniques in this beginners workshop, and create your own macrame knotted beaded
bracelets! We will start right from the basics and in no time at all you’ll be knotting like a pro. Choose from a

range of coloured cord and different beads to make your bracelets completely unique. You will receive enough
materials to make two bracelets, one of which you will  complete during the class. This class is for children or

school groups only.

11:45
-

12:15

Hanging Heart in
Denim

with Debbie Harris

Learn how to make a perfect fabric heart using denim and colourful material in your favourite colour. You will
fill the heart to make it 3D and using simple running stitch, complete your design with a button and ribbon to

be able to hang it for everyone to see! Debbie will show you some new techniques to make this easy project so
you can fill your room with lots of hearts and they make perfect presents for friends and family. This class is

for children or school groups only.

1:30
-

2:00

Alphabet Letter
Key Rings

 
with Debbie Harris

Learn how to make and create a pretty Alphabet Letter Key Ring using felt, fabric and buttons. You will learn
how to use a simple running stitch to create an amazing pattern as part of your design. Finished off with a

button, these are great to keep or give as presents to your friends and family, imagine being able to say that
you made it yourself! The coordinating ribbon and keyring with clasp means you can attach your keyring to

your bag, clothes, or keys as you leave the class. This class is for children or school groups only. 

Sunday 6th March


